The Apartamentos Morromar offers hotel internships in:

- **Animation** *(profile: fluent English mandatory, basic level of Spanish *(conversational skills)*, other language *(German-French)* is a plus)*
  - 1 vacancy from beginning of October
  - 2 vacancies from beginning of November

- **Reception** *(profile: fluent English & Spanish level intermediate *(conversational skills)* mandatory, other language *(German-French)* is a plus)*
  - 1 vacancy from end of November

- **Assistant Manager** *(profile: English and German mandatory, Spanish basic or intermediate level, other language a plus)*
  - 1 vacancy from September

- **F&B assistant** *(profile: fluent English and Spanish level intermediate mandatory, other language is a plus)*
  - 1 vacancy from December

For more information, please contact:

Jessica Del Castillo, [jessicadelcastillo@hotelesthe.com](mailto:jessicadelcastillo@hotelesthe.com), +34 928 510 364

www.morromar.com